Committee Chair Survey
We’re launching the committee chair survey! After the deploy on Thursday, core committee chairs on Senate recruitments will be able to complete and submit the committee chair survey after the recruitment is published.

In order to help campuses learn useful information from their committee chairs, we have appended optional custom questions at the end of the survey for some campuses.

Some campuses have also requested that a few Non-Senate title codes receive the survey, as these recruitments should be treated as Senate. These title codes are set on a per-campus basis, but if you have a question about which CTO’s are included please let us know.

Search Conclusion

You can now mark recruitments as concluded to signal that you’re done with them. Conclusion is the new inactive, letting you note how the recruitment ended so that your history and year-end reports can reflect the outcome.

To do so, you go to the new “Conclusion” tab of a recruitment (formerly known as “Search Outcome”) and mark an outcome. The application will guide you through the steps you need to make sure you’ve got the right outcome, and then you can conclude your recruitment to put it to bed.

Concluded recruitments now show their outcome on the recruitment grid in the new “Search Status” column, which also takes over the “Draft” and “Inactive” badges we’ve always had, and makes this grid act more like Waivers and Exemptions always has.
Bugs ‘n Stuff

- Fixed an issue with ARIA live regions where a popup would display when marking an approval as “read” without entering a comment.
- Reference “thank you” letters were previously not editable for recruitments set to “Contact information only.” Users can now change the letters from the Details page.
- Fixed a problem with a few recruitments where opening the Advertisements tab would produce an error. This did not affect many users.
- We added a few missing labels to the Review page forms